Our favorite time of year has come once again! Our Grilled Cheese Fundraiser was held on March 13th, 2014 from 10 P.M. to 2 A.M. and it was a huge success! Our chapter raised $1,000 and all of the proceeds went to the Philadelphia schools! Our chapter was also lucky enough to get a huge donation of bread from Sister Allie Hayes’ Uncle Dan’s bakery, Amoroso! Everyone at Temple knows, Phi Sigs make the best grilled cheese!
On March 19th the men of Temple University volunteered their time to support Walk a Mile in Her Shoes. This cause helps to support women who have been a victim of sexual violence. It also helps to prevent any future violence against women. The ladies of Phi Sig helped to guide the men as they strutted around campus in their fashionable heels. Senior Sammy DiGeorge stated “It was amazing to see so many men from different organizations coming out to support a great cause! Also they looked great in their heels”
Phi Sig had such a great time last month at the Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission that we decided to help again on March 22nd! One of our sisters, Shannon McCabe said “I had such a wonderful experience last month that I jumped at the opportunity to volunteer again!” Phi Sigma Sigma loves to lend a helping hand!
Some lucky Phi Sigs were able to volunteer at Get Your Rear in Gear on March 23! Get Your Rear in Gear is a 4 mile run or 2 mile walk that raises funds for the fight against colon cancer! The girls were able to help people register, make goodie bags for those who were registered, and also cheer on the participants who crossed the finish line!
On Sunday March 23 we had a heritage potluck! We asked our sisters to make their favorite dish that represents their ethnicity. There were so many amazing, unique, and delicious dishes! Freshman Abby Krutsick said “It was a lot of fun to try and guess what food was from which nationality! I also really liked trying new and different foods!”
We’d like to give a special shout out to our sweetheart Kristian Pel! KP truly loves Phi Sigma Sigma and always supports us whenever he gets a chance! KP bought 20 grilled cheese sandwiches during our fundraiser and always goes out of his way for each and every girl in Xi! We love you and all you do for us KP!

Don’t forget to follow Xi on all forms of social media!

Facebook: /phisig.temple
Instagram: /phisigtemple
Twitter: @phisigtemple
Tumblr: http://Phisigtemple.tumblr.com
Don’t Forget!

Bowling For Boobs will be held on April 27th from 1pm to 4pm at North Bowl in Northern Liberties!
Want to donate to the National Breast Cancer Foundation?
Here’s the Link: http://www.stayclassy.org/fundraise?fcid=307830

We want to hear from you! Want to share a special memory or just say hello? Email Abby Zeppenfelt at Abby.Zeppenfelt@temple.edu and you may be featured in next month’s newsletter! We love hearing from you!